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Abstract16

The accumulation of large woody debris (LWD) at bridge piers is a serious hazard to the17

structural integrity of bridges across watercourses worldwide. The exacerbated scour that18

can directly result from LWD accumulations can lead to major structural damage or even19

catastrophic collapse. Recent research has led to empirical equations to estimate the scour20

depth for given LWD accumulation size; however these are mostly based on experimen-21

tal tests with prismatic and impervious solid LWD accumulations, ignoring field obser-22

vations that have shown that accumulations are neither impervious nor prismatic but23

are porous with inverted conical shapes. In this study, we therefore investigate the ef-24

fects of porous LWD accumulations having shapes commonly observed in the field on scour25

holes. Results reveal that LWD size and shape, and flow characteristics are the primary26

factors influencing the erosion of sediments at the base of bridge piers. However, the poros-27

ity of accumulations is also observed to have a considerable effect on the size and max-28

imum depth of scour holes. In particular, porous LWD reduce the maximum scour depth29

by up to 50% (and on average in the range of 5-25%) relative to the respective solid im-30

pervious accumulation. The results shown in this study also provide a practical tool for31

arriving at more realistic and less conservative estimates of scour depths at bridge piers32

when affected by LWD accumulations.33

1 Introduction34

Localised scour at bridge piers is generally regarded as the main structural threat35

for bridges over water. For this reason, a substantial amount of literature has documented36

the catastrophic impacts that scour can have on the stability of bridges (e.g. Benn, 2013).37

Although large woody debris, LWD, as used in this paper and within the bridge engi-38

neering community (or simply large wood as increasingly referred to within the water39

resources community where other waterborne elements like microplastics can constitute40

debris) has been recognised as a crucial resource for river restoration and natural flood41

management (Wohl et al., 2019; Gurnell et al., 2019), many studies in the last century42

have reported substantial evidence that LWD accumulations at bridge piers can greatly43

exacerbate scour. For example, up to 30% of bridge failures due to hydraulic actions in44

the UK, US and Ireland are directly linked to LWD accumulations (Diehl , 1997; Benn,45

2013).46

In general, LWD accumulations at bridge piers may occur as single logs, large ac-47

cumulations or a complete span blockage (Diehl , 1997; Lagasse et al., 2010; Lyn et al.,48

2007; Panici et al., 2020; Panici and Kripakaran, 2022); however, the most common field49

observation for the majority of the bridge piers affected by LWD is a single accumula-50

tion (Diehl , 1997; Panici et al., 2020; Panici and Kripakaran, 2022) for which the typ-51

ical shape is an inverted half-cone (Diehl , 1997; Lagasse et al., 2010). Experimental ob-52

servations (Panici and de Almeida, 2018; Parola et al., 2000; Panici and de Almeida,53

2020a) have confirmed this recurring shape, and have also shown that the maximum size54

of such accumulations can be estimated based on flow and LWD properties (Panici and55

de Almeida, 2018). The obstruction caused by accumulated LWD results in a constric-56

tion of the flow at the pier section, which increases flow velocity and consequently the57

turbulent vorticity system around the pier (Pagliara and Carnacina, 2013), both of which58

worsen scour.59

The quantification of the increase in scour depth due to LWD accumulations has60

been the object of several studies in the last few decades, even though these were mostly61

based on laboratory scale experiments due to the complex nature of the phenomena and62

the difficulty to collect measurements in flood conditions. In one of the earliest exper-63

imental studies on the topic, Laursen and Toch (1956) showed that LWD accumulations64

made of twigs and sticks would produce scour holes that are deeper and larger than un-65

obstructed piers. This observation was confirmed by Melville and Dongol (1992) who ex-66

perimentally studied the contribution of LWD to local scour using the approach of the67

equivalent pier (i.e. the effective diameter of the pier necessary to produce the same scour68
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hole); they represented LWD accumulations using regular shapes (i.e. cylinders and cones)69

installed at the top of the pier. Pagliara and Carnacina (2010), Pagliara and Carnacina70

(2011) and Pagliara and Carnacina (2013) employed rectangular shapes for LWD ac-71

cumulations, and also utilising the work by Melville and Dongol (1992), refined the equiv-72

alent pier methodology and tested different LWD size, position, and characteristics in-73

cluding roughness and porosity. LWD roughness was also the focus of the investigation74

by Lagasse et al. (2010), who used a wedge-shaped solid with protruding spikes. Ebrahimi75

et al. (2018) carried out a series of experimental tests by testing different shapes (e.g.76

cylindrical log, wedge) and vertical positions (e.g. at the water surface, on the flume bed)77

of LWD jams, whilst Cantero-Chinchilla et al. (2021) investigated the formation of the78

scour hole when the size of LWD accumulations is dependent, by using a functional re-79

lationship (Panici and de Almeida, 2018), on flow and LWD values.80

Results from these experimental works highlighted that the impact of LWD accu-81

mulations on the formation of the scour hole is substantial. In all cases, a considerable82

increase in scour depths and volume was observed, up to 3 times the maximum depth83

without LWD (Ebrahimi et al., 2018; Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010). Moreover, the size84

of the LWD jams was also noted as a key factor influencing the scour hole, with larger85

jams producing deeper and wider holes (Ebrahimi et al., 2018; Lagasse et al., 2010). Re-86

lated parameters that were also observed to play an important role were the obstructed87

area (Lagasse et al., 2010; Ebrahimi et al., 2018) and the relative water depth (i.e. the88

free depth beneath the LWD accumulation at the pier section) (Ebrahimi et al., 2018,89

2020), both of which are measures of the constriction of the flow caused by LWD (Pagliara90

and Carnacina, 2013). Furthermore, experimental tests by Pagliara and Carnacina (2010)91

indicated that roughness may have a notable effect on the overall scour (that is, coarser92

accumulations will cause larger scour holes). Nevertheless, tests by Lagasse et al. (2010)93

suggested that roughness only has second-order effects, which is in contrast with find-94

ings by Pagliara and Carnacina (2010).95

In this context, two crucial aspects strongly affecting the scour phenomena have96

been relatively overlooked.97

1. The majority of past studies mimicked LWD accumulations using prismatic shapes98

(e.g. cuboids), which do not reflect real-world observations. This is a major lim-99

itation, since the LWD shape (Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010; Ebrahimi et al., 2018;100

Cantero-Chinchilla et al., 2021) has been found to be a critical factor in the for-101

mation of the scour hole as it affects significantly the change in flow around the102

pier.103

2. Another parameter that has only been marginally investigated so far is the poros-104

ity of the LWD accumulation. Most studies focused on impervious LWD jams; these105

studies potentially overestimated the effects of LWD on scour, since Parola et al.106

(2000) showed that porosity can have a great importance on the drag force ap-107

plied to LWD at bridge piers. Pagliara and Carnacina (2010) tested scour at sin-108

gle bridge piers with LWD using two values of porosity (namely 0 and 0.6) and109

found that temporal evolution was similar across experimental tests. On the other110

hand, the scour depths due to LWD accumulations at a full-channel width array111

of piers were shown to be highly dependent on the solid volume occupied by LWD,112

and thus its porosity (Schalko et al., 2019). Since the role of porosity of LWD ac-113

cumulations at single bridge piers has yet to be fully investigated, it is currently114

impossible to quantify the change in scour depth and volume that this can cause,115

compared to fully impervious LWD accumulations, on which most of the available116

literature is based.117

This study will address these two limitations.118

The aim of this study is to investigate the importance of porosity of LWD accu-119

mulations on the formation of scour holes at bridge piers with realistic (not idealised,120

such as cylinders or cuboids) LWD shapes. To this end, we carried out an exhaustive ex-121
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Table 1. Flow scenarios for the experimental tests carried out in this work.

Flow scenario Discharge (m3/s) Water depth (m) Velocity (m/s) Fr

a 0.0206 0.120 0.281 0.259
b 0.0266 0.120 0.363 0.335
c 0.0306 0.120 0.418 0.385

perimental campaign testing several values of LWD porosity and accumulation sizes, and122

mapped the resulting scour hole formed at a model bridge pier. The observations and123

analysis in this work will pave the way for the inclusion of the effects of LWD porosity124

on the evaluation of scour at bridge piers prone to LWD accumulations.125

2 Methodology126

We conducted an experimental campaign at the University of Exeter using a large127

glass-walled recirculating flume, 0.61 m wide, 14 m long and 0.70 m deep. Figure 1 shows128

a sketch of the flume and the experimental set-up, as well as a picture illustrating the129

pier setting and a few examples of the large wood jams used. The flume was kept hor-130

izontal and a layer of sediment with a thickness of 0.22 m was placed on the flume bed.131

Furthermore, gravel pits were placed at both inlet and outlet to attenuate any removal132

of sand from the flow by potentially high turbulence at these locations, whilst flow straight-133

eners were placed at the flume inlet to suppress excess turbulence and secondary cur-134

rents. The water depth in the flume h was controlled by a tilting flap gate at the flume135

outlet, and was kept constant for all experimental tests at 0.12 m. Since the main pur-136

pose of this work was to understand how the porosity of LWD affects scour development,137

the variation of water depth on the scour depth was not investigated. Water discharge138

was controlled through a magnetic flow meter (nominal accuracy 0.5%) and three dif-139

ferent flow rates were tested, namely 0.0206 m3/s, 0.0266 m3/s and 0.0306 m3/s. These140

flow discharges correspond to average flow velocities v of 0.281 m/s, 0.363 m/s and 0.418141

m/s, and Froude number Fr of 0.259, 0.335 and 0.385, respectively, which are typical142

for flood flows in lowland rivers. Table 1 summarises the different flow scenarios (named143

a, b, and c) that have been used for this work. For all experimental tests, a model bridge144

pier was placed at the flume centreline and attached to the flume bed. The pier was cho-145

sen as a triangular sharp nose type, with two cutwaters (front and rear) and an elongated146

straight section; this geometry is very common amongst masonry bridge piers, which con-147

stitute a large portion of scour-prone bridge piers in the UK and Europe. The front tip148

of the model pier was placed 5.5 m downstream of the flume inlet. The pier width was149

chosen as 50 mm, the overall length 206 mm, and the cutwater had an angle of 90◦ at150

both front and rear ends. Figure 1 also shows the coordinate system used in this work;151

x is taken streamwise along the flume centreline, y is transverse and perpendicular to152

the flow and z is vertically upward. The origin of the coordinate system is assumed to153

be at the flume centreline and 25 mm from the upstream sharp nose of the pier (as shown154

in Figure 1), with z=0 corresponding to the initial uneroded bed level at the start of an155

experimental run.156

The type of sediment used for the experimental campaign was dry silica sand, with157

size varying between 1.0 and 2.0 mm. The median size of sediment material d50 was mea-158

sured as 1.37 mm, whilst the uniformity coefficient d60/d10 was 1.36, and the geomet-159

ric standard deviation of sediment particle size distribution σg=d84/d50 was equal to 1.21.160

This size distribution was particularly suitable for experimental tests, since: i) bed forms161

are unlikely to be observed in undisturbed flows for d50 ≥0.8 mm (Oliveto and Hager ,162

2005); ii) ripples are unlikely to form if σg ≤1.5 (Raudkivi and Ettema, 1983); iii) ar-163

mouring effect can be neglected if σg ≤1.30 (Raudkivi and Ettema, 1985); iv) clear wa-164

ter conditions are prevalent due to velocity being below critical velocity (according to165
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the flume and experimental set-up, with indication of the pier, LWD

jam, and coordinate system, and a plan view and a side view of the area surrounding the pier,

where the coordinate system is shown in the plan and elevation views; figure not to scale. (b)

An example of a LWD jam from experimental group B1 attached to the model pier (top) and

pictures of the LWD jams used for experimental groups A2, B1, C1 and D2 (bottom) (see Table

2 for details on the LWD jams).
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e.g. Neill , 1968; Garde, 1970) and no sediment influx; and v) sediment size distribution166

was essentially uniform.167

LWD accumulations were chosen to have a half-conical shape, based on experimen-168

tal observations (Panici and de Almeida, 2018; Parola et al., 2000; Panici and de Almeida,169

2020a), field analysis and photographic evidence (Diehl , 1997; Lagasse et al., 2010; Lyn170

et al., 2007), and available satellite imagery (Panici et al., 2020; Panici and Kripakaran,171

2022). As in previous studies (Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010; Cantero-Chinchilla et al.,172

2021), the LWD jams tested in this work were also made of natural sticks glued together173

to mimic real-world LWD accumulations. For each experiment, the LWD inverted half-174

cones were clamped to the bridge pier and completely submerged at all times, placing175

the LWD top flat surface in correspondence of the free flow surface. Four different LWD176

accumulation geometries were chosen (named as types A, B, C and D, from smallest to177

largest). The dimensions of each of the accumulation geometries were measured. The178

width WLWD and length KLWD were measured in accordance with the plan view in Fig-179

ure 1. The height HLWD was measured as the overall height of the accumulation from180

its lower end to the top surface, according to the side view in Figure 1. For each tested181

accumulation, there was always a gap between the lower end of the LWD jam and the182

flume bed, to reflect real-life observations (Lagasse et al., 2010) of accumulations typ-183

ically floating above the river bed. Furthermore, for each of the LWD accumulation ge-184

ometries, different values of porosity were tested. For the purpose of this work, poros-185

ity p is herewith defined as:186

p =
Vv

Vt
(1)

where Vv is the volume occupied by water within the theoretical total volume of187

the half-cone shape Vt. Vv was computed as Vv=Vt-VLWD where VLWD represents the188

total LWD volume, which was measured by estimating the change in water level (and189

therefore in volume) of a graduated bucket filled with water when each LWD size was190

immersed. Consequently, the porosity p can be written in terms of VLWD and Vt as fol-191

lows:192

p = 1− VLWD

Vt
(2)

For this experimental work, the values of porosity were chosen in the range 0.167193

- 0.780 (with the addition of the impervious case, for which p=0). Such broad range re-194

flects the inherent variability that can be observed in real-world jams. For example, Liv-195

ers et al. (2020) observed porosity values in several riverine locations in North Amer-196

ica in the range 0.18 - 0.88 (depending on sorting and organisational structure) which197

are consistent with the porosity of LWD jams tested in this work. Different porosity val-198

ues were obtained by changing the internal structure of the LWD jam (although keep-199

ing the external size the same for all same-size tests); for p = 0, the accumulation was200

wrapped with thin waterproof material in order to keep shape and roughness consistent201

with the other tests while obtaining an impermeable solid.202

Table 2 shows the size and porosity values of each LWD size employed for this work.203

For each combination of LWD accumulation geometry and porosity, experiments were204

conducted for the three flow scenarios given in Table 1, where each scenario has a unique205

Fr value. In Table 2, the test labels are arrived at by combining the labels for the ac-206

cumulation geometry, the porosity, and the flow scenario in that order. The labels for207

the accumulation geometries are A, B, C and D, in order of increasing size, as defined208

in Table 2. The porosity label for a LWD size corresponds to the rank (e.g. 1, 2, etc.)209

of the LWD accumulation’s porosity value p when the tested porosity values for that LWD210

size are arranged in decreasing order, with the highest rank (1) corresponding to the high-211

est porosity and the lowest rank corresponding to the impervious scenario (p = 0). The212
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labels for the flow scenarios are as follows: a for Fr=0.259, b for Fr=0.335 and c for Fr=0.385,213

as specified in Table 1. Therefore, test A1b, for example, corresponds to the test with214

LWD size A having the highest porosity p=0.529 as shown in Table 2, and for flow sce-215

nario b (Fr=0.335). Furthermore, for each Fr, a pilot test without LWD accumulations216

was performed (referred to as Pa, Pb and Pc).217

Before each test, the flume bed was carefully smoothed with a smoothing board218

having a spirit level, and bed depths were spot-checked with a digital point gauge. Each219

test was run as follows. First, the flume was carefully filled with water, then the pump220

was turned on and both flow rate and flow depth carefully adjusted gradually until reach-221

ing the target flow conditions. The duration of each experiment was set at 5 hours. This222

duration was chosen since it is expected to be sufficient to produce a scour depth exceed-223

ing 85% of the equilibrium scour depth (Melville and Chiew , 1999) for all tested scenar-224

ios. The same duration was also used in scour experiments wherein quasi-equilibrium225

state was attained for similar sediment and flow conditions in the same flume facility (Ebrahimi226

et al., 2018). Furthermore, the aim of this experiment was not to measure the full equi-227

librium scour which would have required an impractically long experimental time (Dey228

et al., 1995).229

After 5 hours, the flow rate was gradually reduced to zero. The LWD jam was then230

removed and the depth of the scour hole was mapped using an ADV (accurate to ±0.1%)231

guided by a remote-controlled modular system fixed at constant height and moving across232

a x-y grid (accuracy 0.5 mm). The ADV was only used to measure the vertical distance233

between the receiver and the channel bed at the end of each experiment; no velocity mea-234

surements were collected. Where measurements were impractical with the ADV (e.g. im-235

mediately adjacent to the pier), the scour depth was measured using a ruler and a dig-236

ital point gauge. It was assumed that the scour depths either side of the pier were sym-237

metrical at the end of each experiment, due to the pier being placed along the flume cen-238

terline and the flow conditions also being symmetric either side of the pier. This assump-239

tion was initially verified for a few scour holes by mapping the scour holes on both sides240

of the pier, and the resulting differences between the two sides were always observed to241

be less than 5% of the measured depths on one side. Therefore for subsequent experi-242

ments, the scour depths were mapped on only one side of the pier.243

3 Results244

Figure 2 shows the scour map obtained at the end of test C1c as a representative245

example of the scour observed during the experiments. It has the typical features of scour246

at single bridge piers as has also been widely noted in the literature (e.g. Melville and247

Dongol , 1992; Ebrahimi et al., 2018; Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010). For example, the248

upstream front is characterised by a circular arc with steep slopes, then followed by a249

milder (but longer) slope up to the far (downstream) end of the pier. In some cases, a250

dune formation was observed downstream of the pier.251

In general, the presence of LWD accumulations at the model pier produced scour252

holes that were significantly larger than those in the absence of LWD (i.e., cases Pa, Pb253

and Pc), typically between 20% and 90%, but in some cases up to approximately 250%.254

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the contour maps of experimental groups A and D side-by-side255

for Fr = 0.259, 0.335 and 0.385, respectively, as well as the contour maps for no-LWD256

scenarios (tests Pa, Pb and Pc). Experimental groups B and C have not been shown here,257

since they were tested for only one value of p in this work. In all cases, the maximum258

scour depth was observed at the corner of the cutwater, corresponding to coordinates259

x = 0 mm and y = ±12.5 mm. Furthermore, the figures clearly show that a decrease260

in porosity p corresponds to an increase in depth and size of the scour hole (except for261

tests A1a and A3a), with impervious LWD jams (i.e. p = 0) showing the widest and262

deepest scour holes. In a similar way, the size of LWD accumulations affects significantly263
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Table 2. Summary of tests conducted with respective LWD size and porosity, and Fr. Each

test with LWD accumulation is named with a 3-character reference: the first character is one of

A, B, C, and D, which denote the geometry (type) of LWD jam tested; the second is one of 1,

2, 3, and 4, which corresponds to the values of porosity tested for each LWD jam geometry in

descending order; the third is one of a, b, and c referring to the value of Fr (see Table 1) used for

each test. Tests Pa, Pb, and Pc are pilot tests without LWD accumulations.

Test name
Size of LWD

LWD porosity p
Fr

Width WLWD (mm) Height HLWD (mm) Length KLWD (mm)

A1a

180 40 130

0.529
0.259

A1b 0.335
A1c 0.385
A2a

0.375
0.259

A2b 0.335
A2c 0.385
A3a

0.167
0.259

A3b 0.335
A3c 0.385
A4a

0
0.259

A4b 0.335
A4c 0.385

B1a
240 50 140 0.571

0.259
B1b 0.335
B1c 0.385

C1a
280 90 200 0.780

0.259
C1b 0.335
C1c 0.385

D1a

320 100 230

0.774
0.259

D1b 0.335
D1c 0.385
D2a

0.711
0.259

D2b 0.335
D2c 0.385
D3a

0.433
0.259

D3b 0.335
D3c 0.385
D4a

0
0.259

D4b 0.335
D4c 0.385

Pa
N/A N/A N/A N/A

0.259
Pb 0.335
Pc 0.385
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Figure 2. 3D mapping of the scour hole observed around the pier (grey solid) for experimen-

tal test C1c. Units are in mm. Origin of the coordinate system is located located according to

Figure1

the resulting scour; the largest accumulation geometry (i.e. group D) led to much larger264

scour holes than the smallest (i.e. group A) for all cases. Also, when compared to the265

corresponding no-LWD cases, the overall increase in size of the scour hole is substantial,266

up to 3.5 times larger for test D4a.267

Some geometric and geomorphic observations regarding size and location of the scour268

hole can be made for tests with the lowest Fr value (Fr = 0.259), results for which are269

shown in Figure 3. First, the scour hole extends over a smaller upstream (i.e., x ≤ 0)270

area than observed in experimental tests with higher Fr values and for the case of the271

pier-only test Pa. Second, for all cases in Figure 3 (including the pier-only test), a dune272

is observed to form in the downstream section (i.e. x ≥ 0), and the size of the dune in-273

creases with the scour hole size (i.e., with decreasing LWD porosity and increasing size274

of LWD). Also, the dune is observed to shift downstream as the size of the scour hole275

increases. For example, in test D4a (i.e., for the largest LWD accumulation with poros-276

ity p = 0), the dune is observed in the region 150<x<250, while in test A1a (i.e., for277

the smallest LWD accumulation with the highest tested porosity p = 0.529) the dune278

is in the region 50<x<150. The formation of the dune is however not observed for the279

two higher Fr values, for both with and without LWD.280

Further insights can be obtained from the analysis of the longitudinal profiles of281

the scour holes, i.e., along the x direction. Figures 6 and 7 show the depth of scour along282

the line y = 0 for x < −25 mm and x > 181 mm, and along the outside of the pier283

for intermediate x values (i.e. -25 mm ≥ x ≥ 181 mm) for LWD sizes A and D, respec-284

tively. The profiles present similar characteristics for different flow conditions and LWD285

porosity values. In all cases, the inclusion of LWD accumulations increases the depth and286

extent of the scour hole in all directions. At the same time, LWD porosity affects the287

depth and width of the scour hole, although in a non-linear way. For example, whilst the288

widest and deepest scour hole for each LWD size is observed for the impervious accu-289

mulation (i.e. p = 0 in tests A4a, A4b, A4c, D4a, D4b, D4c), the scour holes for LWD290

size A with porosity value of p = 0.529 (i.e., test A1c) were wider (≈550 mm) and deeper291

(92 mm) than those for accumulations with smaller values of p (e.g., for p = 0.167 the292
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Figure 3. Scour contour maps obtained for tests A1a, A3a, A4a, D1a, D3a, D4a (where A

corresponds to LWD with WLWD=180 mm, HLWD=40 mm, and KLWD=130 mm, and D to

WLWD=320 mm, HLWD=100 mm, and KLWD=230 mm) and Pa (the corresponding no-LWD

scenario). Fr=0.259 in all these tests. Dunes (of different heights and shapes) can be observed

for all experiments for x >50 mm. Units are in mm.
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Figure 4. Scour contour maps obtained for tests A1b, A3b, A4b, D1b, D3b, D4b (where A

corresponds to LWD with WLWD=180 mm, HLWD=40 mm, and KLWD=130 mm, and D to

WLWD=320 mm, HLWD=100 mm, and KLWD=230 mm) and Pb (the corresponding no-LWD

scenario). Fr=0.335 in all these tests. Units are in mm.
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Figure 5. Scour contour maps obtained for tests A1c, A3c, A4c, D1c, D3c, D4c (where A

corresponds to LWD with WLWD=180 mm, HLWD=40 mm, and KLWD=130 mm, and D to

WLWD=320 mm, HLWD=100 mm, and KLWD=230 mm) and Pc (the corresponding no-LWD

scenario). Fr=0.385 in all these tests. Units are in mm.
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scour hole was ≈400 mm wide and 89 mm deep). On the other hand, the most porous293

LWD accumulations always produced the shallowest and shortest scour holes for each294

respective LWD type (other than the no-LWD tests). In general, the upstream slope of295

the scour hole along the x direction had gradients (as measured from the horizontal) be-296

tween 34◦ and 38◦, resulting in almost equal slopes across experimental tests, as seen in297

Figures 6 and 7. It is also observed that the upstream slope is typically steeper than the298

downstream slope, which averaged 18◦. The contour plots also show that the location299

of the maximum scour depth shifts slightly (by up to 20 mm) in the downstream direc-300

tion with increasing values of the maximum scour depth for the majority of the cases,301

except in a few tests such as for p=0.711 in Figure 4.302

A final important inference can be drawn about the influence of LWD porosity on
maximum scour depth. Figure 8 plots the maximum scour depth ys (vertical axis) for
each experimental test versus Fr (horizontal axis), whilst Figure 9 plots the relative scour
depth dr for LWD sizes A and D, i.e. the ratio between maximum scour depth for a sce-
nario with p > 0 (i.e., ys,eff ) and the corresponding maximum depth for p = 0 (i.e.,
ys,imp), computed as:

dr =
ys(p > 0)

ys(p = 0)
=

ys,eff
ys,imp

(3)

Consistent with the contour and profile observations, the effect of LWD porosity on max-303

imum scour depth ys is noticeable from Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 also shows that LWD304

jams with p = 0 produced the deepest scour holes in all cases for each LWD size, with305

the only exceptions being test D4a, wherein ys = −50 mm and test D3a, for which p=0.433,306

with ys = −52 mm. Another observation is the importance of the LWD size for the ab-307

solute scour depth. The four geometries of LWD jams produced scour depths ys that in-308

creased with increase in LWD size. Figure 8 shows that there is clearly a direct relation-309

ship between maximum scour depth, Fr, and LWD size. Nevertheless, this is not evi-310

dent when examining only the relative scour depths dr in Figure 9: when observing this311

dimensionless quantity, there is no clear distinction between results for different LWD312

sizes for each Fr value. Also, the effect of Fr is much less pronounced, especially for Fr =313

0.335 and Fr = 0.385, for which the values of relative maximum scour depth are al-314

most all contained within the interval 0.78 - 0.94. The situation is different for Fr =315

0.259, since the range of relative maximum scour depth is much wider (0.50 - 1.04), but316

there is still no clear tendency observed for the different sizes of LWD accumulations.317

Furthermore, Fr = 0.259 is the only flow condition for which the scour depth for a test318

with a porous LWD jam is greater than the non-porous case (specifically, for test D3a).319

On the other hand, also for Fr = 0.259, tests A1a and A3a were the only experiments320

that displayed maximum scour depths shallower than the no-LWD scenario (test Pa).321

4 Analysis and Discussion322

4.1 Geometrical and morphological features323

The results shown in the previous section have highlighted the influence that poros-324

ity of LWD accumulations can have on the resulting scour hole. Crucially, the overall325

effect of porosity is to reduce the size of the scour hole by a degree that is directly de-326

pendent on the magnitude of the porosity. In this study, it has been observed that max-327

imum scour depth of porous LWD jams is on average 17% lower than non-porous accu-328

mulations, up to 50% (e.g., Figure 9). This is in contrast with observations by Cantero-329

Chinchilla et al. (2021) and Lagasse et al. (2010), who suggested that effects of poros-330

ity are negligible (approximately a 10% reduction), although this discrepancy may be331

a result of the low porosity used in their experimental study and for the small number332

of experiments carried out. For example, Lagasse et al. (2010) tested porosity at only333

p=0.25 and for only one type of geometry and flow. On the other hand, the results shown334

in the current work are in line with the observations by Schalko et al. (2019) that the335

maximum scour depth increases non-linearly with increase in solid LWD volume (i.e.,336
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Figure 6. Longitudinal profile of scour obtained from plotting the maximum scour depth at

each flow cross-section (y=0 for x <-25 mm and x >181 mm, and y=±12.5 mm in between) for

LWD size A.
–14–
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Figure 7. Longitudinal profile of scour obtained from plotting the maximum scour depth at

each flow cross-section (y=0 for x <-25 mm and x >181 mm, and y=±12.5 mm in between) for

LWD size D. –15–
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Figure 8. Maximum depth of the scour hole for all experimental tests for all tests.
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Figure 9. Relative scour depth dr of the scour hole for LWD sizes A and D.
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decrease in porosity). This is not surprising since a porous system will permit part of337

the fluid to flow through its structure and therefore will reduce the flow acceleration caused338

by the LWD obstruction. On the other hand, experimental data shown in Figures 6 to339

9 suggest that this is not a linear process, i.e., the size of the scour hole does not linearly340

decrease with porosity across all of the observed experiments. For example, the scour341

hole in test A3c (p = 0.167) is smaller and shallower than A1c (p = 0.529). This dis-342

crepancy is in line with observations for vorticity systems developing beyond cylinders343

with different porous density immersed in flows (Taddei et al., 2016) to mimic canopy344

patches. Taddei et al. (2016) observed that vertical and horizontal bleeding strongly de-345

pend on the level of porosity and play a vital role in affecting the flow wake, thus affect-346

ing the development and formation of the scour hole. Interestingly, two tests (A1a and347

A3a) showed maximum scour depths (and, indeed both scour hole width and depth) smaller348

than test Pa, i.e., a no-LWD scenario. There can be two possible explanations for this349

observation: either the combination of flow characteristics and LWD porosity negatively350

impacts scour formation by reducing the shear stress and therefore mitigating the removal351

of sediment; or, the observation comes as a result of the inherent stochasticity of the phe-352

nomenon. In support of the latter hypothesis, these observations only occurred with the353

smallest LWD jam (geometry A) for the smallest of the Fr values and in one case with354

the highest porosity, which may indicate that under these conditions the vorticity sys-355

tem at the pier is not noticeably enhanced by the LWD and hence likely to be similar356

to the no-LWD scenario.357

Another interesting observation is related to the scour hole for the lowest values358

of Fr (e.g. Figure 3). For this case, the scour hole is primarily in the region x ≥ 0, with359

very limited erosion (i.e., <5 mm) in the upstream front, which is in contrast with scour360

holes typically observed in the literature (i.e., holes forming upstream of the bridge pier),361

e.g. Melville and Dongol (1992); Pagliara and Carnacina (2013). The only exception is362

the no-LWD scenario (i.e. test Pa). This effect is most emphasised for the smallest LWD363

size (geometry A) having the highest porosity p. Thus, this observation may suggest that364

a highly porous obstruction of full-scale size comparable to LWD size A may actually365

develop a scour hole away from the front face of the pier, therefore with possibly ben-366

eficial effects to the scour risk of the structure. However, for higher Fr, this tendency367

was not observed for any of the values of p tested.368

The importance of Fr for all experiments in the development and formation of the369

scour hole is tightly intertwined with the physical process causing sediment removal at370

the pier foundation. In our experiments, a change of Fr corresponded to a change of flow371

velocity, due to the water depth being kept constant. It is well-known that around bridge372

piers scour is caused by the formation of an intense vorticity system (namely, horseshoe373

and wake vortices) that by lifting and dragging sediment grains causes its removal from374

the pier foundation area (Dargahi , 1990; Dey et al., 1995). The obstruction caused by375

a LWD jam causes a local acceleration and increase of flow velocity that can be substan-376

tial (Pagliara and Carnacina, 2013) especially in the downwards direction in the prox-377

imity of the pier. The accelerated flow will increase the bed shear stress locally, as well378

as intensity and extension of both horseshoe vortex and wake vortex, which will then cause379

more sediment to detach from the river bed and be transported downstream. This in-380

creased scour due to LWD accumulations was observed in all but two experimental tests381

in this work when compared to the pilot tests (i.e., pier only with no LWD, as described382

earlier in the text). In this context, it becomes clear that a solid obstruction (such as383

the impervious LWD jams experimentally tested in some works in the literature) will cause384

a much more important flow velocity increase than a porous solid, in which part of the385

fluid flow can bleed through, although not in a linear fashion, as observed for other porous386

systems (e.g. Taddei et al., 2016). Not surprisingly, experimental results are consistent387

with this hypothesis, showing that impervious accumulations (i.e., p=0) have the largest388

and deepest scour hole for given LWD size and flow characteristics, whilst porous LWD389

jams have all smaller scour holes. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the reduc-390

tion in size of the scour hole for porous LWD accumulations (when compared to solid391
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jams) is caused by a less accelerated flow and, thus, a weaker system of vortices and re-392

duced bed shear stress. This process is also likely to explain the formation of the dune393

on either side downstream of the bridge pier that occurred only for the lowest Fr value:394

when sediment is removed from the upstream face of the pier due to the horseshoe vor-395

tex and transported downstream, the intensity of the wake vortex and the drag force ap-396

plied to the sediment grains is weak (because Fr is low); thus, the sediment fall veloc-397

ity is greater than its flow-wise velocity and grains will rapidly deposit. The downstream398

shift of the dune location and its increase in size observed for larger and less porous jams399

(but still at the lowest Fr value) is likely caused by the localised acceleration of the flow400

velocity, which increases the scour hole locally, but due to not sufficiently strong flow is401

still depositing immediately downstream of the scour hole, forming the observed dunes.402

An analysis of the effects of LWD porosity on the maximum scour depth can of-403

fer interesting conclusions, which also have practical applications. As previous studies404

(e.g. Ebrahimi et al., 2018, 2020) based the estimation of maximum scour depth ys on405

results from experiments using fully impervious LWD jams, they tend to be highly con-406

servative in their predictions. To make these predictions more realistic, a factor that ac-407

counts for the effective reduction in ys according to the LWD porosity value can be use-408

ful. In practice, this would mean rearranging Equation (3):409

ys,eff = ys,impdr (4)

where ys,eff is the effective maximum scour depth computed including the porosity of410

a LWD accumulation, ys,imp the scour depth computed for the LWD accumulation if it411

were assumed to be impervious (as can be estimated from past works in the literature),412

and dr a factor less than 1 representing the effective percentage reduction in scour depth413

due to an accumulation’s porosity, that is the relative scour depth as defined in Equa-414

tion (3). dr can be derived using a functional relationship that depends on the poros-415

ity of the LWD jam and other flow and LWD related parameters.416

The functional relationship for dr can be derived as follows. The first step is to per-417

form a dimensional analysis, which can provide useful insights on the main parameters418

that need to be considered in such a relationship.419

ys,eff = f (ys,imp, v, h, g, ρ, µ,WLWD,KLWD, HLWD, p, d50) (5)

where g is acceleration due to gravity, ρ is water density, µ is water viscosity, and WLWD,
KLWD and HLWD are width (along the y axis), length (along the x axis) and height (along
the z axis) of the LWD accumulation, respectively, as shown in Figure 1. Quantities that
are directly related to scour depth for impermeable solids, such as sediment density, pier
size and shape, are not included in this analysis as they are already included in ys,imp,
and are assumed to not affect reduction in scour depth for porous LWD jams. The di-
mensionless form of (5) is:

dr = f

(
Fr,Re,

WLWD

h
,
KLWD

h
,
HLWD

h
, p,

d50
h

)
(6)

where dr is the ratio between ys,eff and ys,imp as from Equation 4, Fr is the Froude num-420

ber and Re is the Reynolds number. Three assumptions have been made for this study:421

i) the tested flow was always within the turbulent regime (i.e. Re ≥33000), therefore Reynolds422

invariance can be assumed at full scale and the Reynolds number relaxed from (6); ii)423

only a single type of grain size was tested, as well as a single value of water depth, so424

that the ratio d50/h can be ignored. However, it should be noted that grain size might425

have an influence on the overall scour and, therefore, different sizes of sediment may pro-426

duce different results; iii) the width WLWD and length KLWD of the LWD accumula-427

tion (i.e. the jam extent at the water surface) have a negligible influence on the devel-428

opment of the scour hole in comparison to the relative depth HLWD/h; this was also ob-429

served by Ebrahimi et al. (2018), and therefore the terms WLWD/h and KLWD/h are430
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removed from (6). As a result, a simplified version of the functional relationship in (6)431

is defined as:432

dr = f

(
Fr,

HLWD

h
, p

)
(7)

Based on the experimental data, and the results shown in the previous section, the433

best functional relationship obtained through a principal component analysis for (7) can434

be expressed as:435

dr = 1− P (p)

Fr2rel
(8)

whereby P (p) is a regression function in terms of LWD porosity p that can be estimated
using the experimental data, whilst Frrel is effectively Fr with the inclusion of the rel-
ative water depth HLWD/h:

Frrel =
v√

g (h−HLWD)
=

v√
gh

(
1− HLWD

h

) (9)

It should be noted that Equation (8) is valid for the condition P (p) ≤ Fr2rel (i.e.,436

dr ≥ 0), otherwise it will produce negative values. In practice, this would suggest that437

negative values can be simply taken as dr=0, potentially indicating that excessive poros-438

ity removes the effect of accumulated LWD, i.e., ys,eff ≈ 0. Nevertheless, situations439

in which P (p) > Fr2rel have never been observed in this study, and therefore any ap-440

plication of Equation (8) should be limited within the range of Frrel and p tested in this441

work.442

Figure 10 shows the experimental data for dr (red circles) in relationship to the poros-
ity p for all Frrel values. In order to provide a formulation for the regression function
P (p), equation (8) has been rearranged as follows:

P (p) = (1− dr)Fr2rel (10)

Figure 10 shows also the newly amended relationship for the regression function P (p)
according to (10) and plotted against porosity p. Using the measured scour depths and
relative Froude number Frrel from the experimental data, the function P (p) in (10) has
been estimated by a non-linear regression using a non-linear least squares method and
a bisquare robust weighting, which leads to:

P (p) = 1.412p3 − 1.217p2 + 0.312p (11)

for which RMSE is 0.026 and SSE is 0.010. Figure 10 shows that P (p) has a strong non-443

linear tendency, especially for increasing values of p; it is also expected that for p near-444

ing 0, P (p) would tend to 0 as well, hence we preferred a cubic regression that would cap-445

ture this expected tendency, even though outside the range of observed values. Further-446

more, the non-linear tendency of the function P (p) is comparable to the trend estimated447

for the relative LWD volume in Schalko et al. (2019) although the functional relation-448

ship is defined in a different form. This is possibly due to the difference between the two449

studies in how porosity is considered. In our work, porosity is defined as the ratio be-450

tween actual solid volume and theoretical solid volume for LWD accumulations. In con-451

trast, Schalko et al. (2019) considered porosity (although not defined as such, but as rel-452

ative LWD volume) as the ratio between solid LWD volume and a threshold LWD vol-453

ume before a carpet of LWD begins forming upstream of the accumulation. Consequently,454

whilst our definition of porosity p is limited by 0≤p≤1, the ratio employed by Schalko455

et al. (2019) can be >1. Furthermore, Schalko et al. (2019) formulated an equation to456

quantify the maximum scour depth, whilst in our work we focused on the relative scour457
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Figure 10. Values of relative scour depth dr (left), and modified relative scour depth (right)

according to equation (10) (vertical axis) against values of porosity p (horizontal axis), observed

for the experimental tests. The regression function P (p) is also included.

depth dr, which is a reduction factor applied to the maximum scour depth estimated con-458

sidering an impervious LWD accumulation.459

Figure 11 (top) plots the predicted maximum dimensionless scour depth dr obtained460

using Equation (8), versus the observed values and also the line of perfect agreement.461

The bottom plot in the same figure shows the predicted maximum scour depth ys,eff462

versus the observed values and also the line of perfect agreement. Both plots show that463

the function in Equation (8) offers a good degree of approximation when using the re-464

gression in Equation (11). The upshot of the relationships outlined in this section is that465

a more realistic estimation of maximum scour depth at bridge piers will be possible, in-466

stead of considering a fully solid and impervious LWD jam, which may result in an over-467

estimation of ys.468

It is important to note that the inherent stochasticity of flume experiments with469

scour at bridge piers may produce errors that could impede the accuracy of prediction,470

such as in Equation (8). Studies such as Schalko et al. (2019) estimated prediction er-471

rors to be of the order of 27%, which is higher than the observed average reduction (17%)472

in maximum scour depth in this paper. However Schalko et al. (2019)’s study was for473

a very different scenario, which involved LWD accumulations at racks with the accumu-474

lations dynamically forming while the experiment was carried out, whereas our exper-475

iments tested static LWD jams. Nevertheless, a statistical analysis to ascertain whether476

the relative scour depths dr,pred predicted by (8) were consistent with the observed rel-477

ative scour depths dr,obs is still useful. The Pearson’s coefficient was calculated as R2=0.82.478

We then conducted a paired t-test with the null hypothesis that the the true mean dif-479

ference between dr,pred and dr,obs is equal to 0. The resulting p-value was 0.8983, which480

supported the null hypothesis, hence providing evidence that there is no significant dif-481

ference between predicted and observed values. Secondly, we analysed the prediction resid-482

uals (i.e., dr,obs−dr,pred) and relative errors (i.e.,
dr,obs−dr,pred

dr,obs
) in a Bland-Altman plot483

(see Figure 12), to evaluate the agreement between observed and predicted scour depths.484

This figure shows the observed scour depth (dr,obs) on the horizontal axis, whilst both485

residuals and relative errors are shown on the vertical axis. The red dotted line repre-486

sents the mean values of both residuals and relative error, whilst the dotted blue lines487

indicate the limits of agreement (that are 1.96 times the standard deviation of residu-488

als and relative error, respectively), that define the range within which most values are489

expected to fall. The data scattering around the mean line is in most cases random with490

the majority of the points clustered around the average, indicating a good agreement be-491
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Figure 11. Comparison between (horizontal axis) observed and (vertical axis) predicted (top)

dimensionless scour depth dr, (bottom) maximum scour depth ys,eff , with indication of the line

of perfect agreement (dashed line). The figure also includes error bars calculated using (13) for

error propagation analysis.
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Table 3. Total errors of input variables used for estimation of total error propagation, and

average total error estimation according to Equation (13)

Variable Total error

Discharge εQ 0.0001 m3/s
Channel width εB 0.002 m
Water depth εh 0.0005 m
LWD size εW,K,H 0.001 m

Relative Froude εFrrel 0.014
Porosity εp 0.058
Relative scour depth εy 0.036

tween dr,obs and dr,pred. Thirdly, we estimated the error back-propagation, in accordance492

with Schalko et al. (2019). Back-propagation error analysis allows estimation of the prop-493

agated uncertainty based on the uncertainties associated with the input data. The gen-494

eralised formula to a function y is:495

εy =

√(
∂f

∂x1

)2

ε2x1
+

(
∂f

∂x2

)2

ε2x2
...+

(
∂f

∂xi

)2

ε2xi
(12)

where x1, x2, xi are the independent variables of such function, εx1 , εx2 , εxi the496

associated uncertainty (or hereafter defined as propagated errors) for the independent497

variables, and εy the calculated uncertainty for the function y. The generalised formula,498

when applied to equation (8), becomes:499

εy =

√(
∂dr

∂Frrel

)2

ε2Frrel
+

(
∂dr
∂p

)2

ε2p (13)

where εy is the propagated error for dr, εFrrel and εp are the propagated errors for Frrel500

and p, respectively. εFrrel and εp are also calculated using Equation (12) for (9) and (2),501

respectively. Table 3 displays the errors for each measured value within the experimen-502

tal campaign, which have then been used to estimate εy. The resulting back-propagated503

error is, on average, 3.59%, which is well below the typical range of observed scour depth504

reduction, indicating that the estimated reduction in scour depth can confidently be at-505

tributed to porosity of LWD jams. Only two data points showed a relatively high (i.e.,506

20.9% and 12.6%) error, whilst first quartile, median and third quartile error values were507

all well below 5%, i.e., 0.5%, 1.6%, and 2.8% respectively. Figure 11 shows dr,obs and drpred508

with inclusion of the error bars for each point, as estimated by Equation (13), as well509

as the dimensional values of observed and predicted scour depth ys,eff . It can be observed510

that except for a few cases, errors are typically small (<5% in the majority of the cases),511

suggesting that uncertainty in the estimation of dr (and, consequently, ys,eff ) is rela-512

tively small. Therefore, it can be concluded that dr as defined in this paper is a reliable513

estimator of the relative scour depth, and that uncertainties are in general expected to514

be smaller than the effect of scour depth reduction induced by porous LWD jams. The515

estimated errors in our work differ from Schalko et al. (2019), mostly for two reasons:516

(i) the different experimental settings, and (ii) likely the most important, the different517

regression equations that have been used.518

Findings from this research are applicable for scour risk assessment and bridge de-519

sign in practice. For example, the relative scour factor dr can be employed to reduce the520

maximum scour depth according to LWD porosity when estimating the effects of LWD521

on scour for a bridge pier foundation. Since existing formulae for scour estimation are522
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Figure 12. Bland-Altman graph of residuals (left) and relative errors (right) for observed

and predicted values of relative scour depth dr, against the observed values (horizontal axis).

The blue lines represent the limits of agreement for each graph, whilst the red lines represent the

average for residuals and relative errors respectively.

Table 4. Summary of existing equations for estimation of maximum scour depth at bridge

piers, with inclusion of Equation (8), and range of relative scour depth dr based on experimental

data used in this paper (namely, p=0.167 - 0.780). For comparison, the range of relative scour

depth obtained in our work corresponds to dr=0.59 - 0.98.

Reference Amended equation dr range

Ebrahimi et al. (2020) ys = DΦshapeΦdepthΦvelocityΦangleΦdebrisdr 0.48 - 0.93
Melville and Dongol (1992) ys = 2.4Dedr 0.31 - 0.78

Lagasse et al. (2010) ys = 2.0DeffK1K2K3K4(h/Deff )
0.35Fr0.43dr 0.23 - 0.87

Pagliara and Carnacina (2011) ys = ys0(1 + 0.036∆A1.5)dr 0.06 - 0.94

based on solid impervious jams, they overestimate the scour effects for a pier when ap-523

plied in the real-world; the use of dr can correct this. In fact, Equation (8) is not a novel524

equation for scour depth estimation, but instead one for estimating the reduction in scour525

depth due to the porosity of a LWD accumulation. In principle, dr computed from this526

equation can be employed in conjunction with any of the equations available in litera-527

ture to estimate the maximum scour depth based on experimental data obtained using528

impervious LWD shapes. Table 4 shows examples of such equations from existing stud-529

ies based on values of HLWD and Frrel comparable to this study. The equations have530

been modified to accommodate dr by incorporating it as a multiplying factor. Further-531

more, when dr is computed using Equation (8) for the experimental settings that have532

been used in the past studies, the resulting values of dr (Table 4) are in most cases within533

the range observed in this work. It should be noted that equations used in Table 4 are534

commonly used for estimation of scour depths with and without LWD accumulations -535

e.g., Ebrahimi et al. (2020) is adopted in the UK for estimation of scour at highway bridges536

with inclusion of LWD accumulations (Takano and Pooley , 2021) and hence outputs of537

the current research are also expected to have immediate application within practice. Fur-538

ther research is needed to investigate how LWD porosity affects scour holes for flow, sed-539

iment, and LWD size conditions that were not tested in this work. Future investigations540

can also focus on the influence of porosity of LWD accumulations at other kinds of in-541

line structures apart from single bridge piers (for example, abutments).542
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5 Conclusions543

The accumulation of LWD at bridge piers is a phenomenon that can have catas-544

trophic effects for the structural integrity of bridges. Whilst in recent years several stud-545

ies have investigated the estimation of maximum scour depth at bridge piers in the pres-546

ence of LWD, these mostly used solid, prismatic, impervious LWD accumulations. This547

paper instead focuses on understanding how the porosity of LWD jams influences scour548

hole formation from a detailed flume lab experimental campaign. It presents results from549

a detailed experimental campaign involving LWD accumulations with a range of poros-550

ity values and sizes, while also keeping LWD shapes similar to real-world observations.551

The main findings of this work are as follows:552

• LWD accumulations at bridge piers (irrespective of whether they are porous or553

non-porous) resulted in wider and deeper scour holes (up to 3.5 times larger) than554

in cases without LWD except in a few cases, namely for the lowest Fr and small-555

est LWD size tested (possibly suggesting that the effects on scour at these con-556

ditions are negligible); these observations are consistent with past studies using557

prismatic non-porous jams;558

• The formation and size of the scour hole depends substantially on the size of the559

LWD accumulation and flow characteristics. Specifically, the larger the LWD and560

the higher the Froude number, the larger will the scour hole be;561

• Porosity of LWD accumulations plays a key role in affecting the final scour hole562

size. In particular, porous jams will display a maximum scour depth that is up563

to 50% smaller than that caused by impervious LWD accumulations, for the same564

size and flow conditions;565

• The reduction in scour depth for different values of porosity does not follow a lin-566

ear trend, instead this seems to be strongly non-linear;567

• A relative depth factor dr for the estimation of the maximum scour depth reduc-568

tion for porous LWD accumulation has been proposed in this work; this relies on569

a non-linear regression on parameters such as LWD porosity, the Froude number570

Fr and the relative depth underneath the LWD jam.571

The results outlined in this paper will pave the way for more realistic scour depth572

estimations that consider the porosity of LWD accumulations. Practical applications in-573

clude scour assessment and design for hydraulic actions at bridge piers. Furthermore,574

this research will act as a stepping stone for future studies that evaluate the influence575

of porosity of LWD accumulations on scour for structures beyond single bridge piers (e.g.576

accumulations that span the full width of single span bridges, or at abutments).577
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